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THE DEUCE cot,B01E

D. G. Burnett-Hcll, B A

This is a description of the DEUCE congole, its reader ana punch with

emphasis on those parts with which operators engaged on prograczne testing

or production work should be faniliar.

The author is indebted to Mr. F. C. mnoan of Bristol Aircraft Limited

for permission to copy hig technical note, including the two figures

illustrating the console ana the Hollerith equipnent.
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DEUCE

marked T.C.I. ig normally used only by the

engineers. Its effect is to 0-110w a continuous strean

of instructions to enter TS COT-JNR fran the instruction

highway or via destination O. (The TCI signal, giving

the time at which control is to take a new instruction,

is normally regulated by the timing nunber. )

marked CONE (continuous transfer fining) causes

a continuous transfer to take place between the gou ce and

destination specified by the instruction held in 'IZ COUNT.

(The TT signal is normally regulated by the wait member

and the characteristic e')

marked CONT TIL hag the effect of causing the

prograrane to take the unnatural side after a 't 2—21+1'

instruction, irrespective of whether the last row of a

card is being passed.

marked DISCRIM, is of use in programe testing.

In its neutral position it has no effect, the discriminators

acting noma11.y. In the OFF position its effect i 3 to cause

the prograxzae to take the natural side after ail discriminations,

irrespective of the condition of the nunber exeminea by the

discriminator; similarly, with the DISCRE{ key ON, the

progrærae will alwqys take the unnatural side.

marked PROC DISPLAY, can be a ve:-y useful help

in programe testing. By means of it the prograane stored

in the machine can be purachea out in binary rom, instruction

by instruction, in flow diagran order. me punching continues

as long as the key is held down. Frograx:zne must be

used vith Key 7 in the augnentea stop position. The yellow

lamp above this key is lit while the key is down. Further

details or the use of progræme will be found at the

end of this note.

Key 6, ELEASE must be depressed during programe display

whenever the red lamp above Key 7 is lit — sec below.

Key 7 , the stop key. The effect o? this key in the NCRLAL

position is to allow the programe to run naturally at the

normal speed. In the STOP position it causes every

instruction to be interpreted ag a stopper. AUG. STOP has

the sane effect as STOÉ, with the additional feature that

"genuine" stoppers that is, instructions stored without

a go—digit — are distinguished — see below.

Key 8 is tho SINGLE key. Pressed once it wili cause

a stopped instruction held in TS COU.'Q to be obeyed. There—

fore, if Key 7 ig it will allow the prograune to

proceed to the next stopper. If Key 7 is on STOP, it will

allow the instruction in TS COUNT to be obeyed, and the next

instruction to be taken in.



In AUG. STOP the 
applies 

the 
instruction

in 'I'S COUNT happens 
to be o 

"genuine" 
stopper, when

it neoøgsary to 
depress the 

RELEASE Key, 
No.6,

•thon a single shot. 
Key 8 in 

the up 
position

will give a rapid 
series of single 

Shots about 10 per

gooond wlüch oan be heard 
ag clicks.

rung at about 1/11.00 
normal speed 

in this 
condition.

The telephono dial 
io used to give 

an exact 
nunber of

ginglo shots. Note that dialling 
2, 7 gives 

2 + 7 
9,

not 27 ging,1Q shotg, and 
that dialling 

O gives 
10 single

ohotg.

Kev 9 moJ" be used to CLEAR 
STORE (that is, 

the mercury

As this

orog — It hag no effect on 
the magnetic 

drun).

runotion ig also performed 
by the initial 

input key on 
the

Holler:Lth reader, Key 9 is 
rarely used — 

ordinarily only

to oloar store after the 
buzzer has sounded 

for a progra.aning

failut•e, or when a progranune 
hag settled into 

a loop.

Row (1.1) oontn-ing four keys, three 
of them with 

indication lemp3.

Tho first two are oonoernea with 
the reader. The yellow

J.tunp above Key •l lit when the progranune 
is calling for

'the road - that ig to during "initial input" 
ana

dt.u•lng the ourrer.oy of a 12 — 24. 
instruction. The key

enables a on-Il to be made or oanaelleao

"Single ghota t' on Key 2 cause the 
cards in the reader to

be read one at a time instead of 
continuously. Key 3

and its yellow lamp are associated 
with the pimoh. The

lamp lit when the punoh ig called (that is, 
while a

•10 — instruction effective); the key oan be usea

Co stop or start the punoh. The red lamp above Key 

be

is

lit; when the ala-nn buzzer sounds. The sound can 

switched off by pushing the key up. The light oan also be

oloared if the key is pressed down; but if the programme

looping on the instruction 7 — 22b both light ana 
souxxi

vaL11 aorne n on again, and i ± will 'oe necessary to 
clear the

otore (key 9) before the a-lam can be cleared.

Row ( lii) oongiotJ of a got of q 3 lights. On these lights are

displmyed the NIS, Source and Destination of the instruction

WYLioh 1 g aotually in the control. Note that if the machine

Is being operated on STOP this instruction ig not obeyed

until a Bingle shot is given. To the Éight of these lights

tu•xder the telephone dial are three green Ianps, marked

respectively TCB and GO. The first two indicate

whothor TOA and TCB aro ON, while the third indicates

whether there ig a GO digit in the instruction in control.

.@ow (IV) containg 13 keys direotly underneath the lights in row (ill)

ana two other I-.eyg. Of these latter, that to the left

markoa CH, hag three pooitions, marked O, I and 2, correspond—

Ing to these values of the Characteristic, while the other

marked TRIO, has two podtions, ON at-a OFF. When thig

key in OFT the positions of the other keys are irrelevant,

Prostri.ng the key ON caugeg the NIS, Source, Destination ana

Characteristic set on the keys to enter COUNT, replaoing
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the corresponding parte of Instruotion already held

there. me external tree is normally used with the machine

on stop; Bingle dhot 3 neodea befcre tho instruction

ig obeyed. Further on the use of the extorne-l

tree •.7i11 Eo found on page 7 0? thig note.

consists o? a row of 32 called the output staticiger

(OFS) . It mo,y be usea during the course or a

to dispJQY sane result that has been calculated. Clear—

ance is effected either autauatically by the prograr:ne

cr manually by the key to the right. Curing punching the

nunLer being punched is sent to the lights, but the lights

are olearcd before the next row is punched.

Rows (vi) ana (vii) comprise the input dynanicioer (ID), a double

row of 32 Iænps and keys. An instruction or nunoer

be set on the lamps by o? the keyz — note that eaah

key can act independently of the others to tu•n its oven

laap on or off, and that the rtraEer on the ID ig that

given by the lights rather than by thc positions of the

svdtohes — ana mqy be picked up during the course of a

programe by the machine. Tne ID be eared by means

of tha hey on its right.

Row (viii.) consists of 32 metal switches on which SPECIAL IU-tOER

be set. The key to the right o? the row, when put

up (+ position) will cause this number to appear on the

D. Put down position) it will cause the ones—cmplement

to appear on the ID. This facility is used, chi e?ly by the

engineers, when necessary to put the sane number on

the •D at intervals. Note that putting the SPECIJL NUGER

snitch up and down lights all the leanps on the

The s.'i'itah,ea ana lights at the right hana ena of row have

not been mentioned. They give warning when the magnetic controls

fall out synchronisution or when marginal conditione occur.

A rea light here should be reported to the engineerz,

11

The upper part of Panel 11 does not usually concern the

operator doing production work or programe testing. It contains

on ana of? pugh buttons, together with red ana green indicator

Ianps, for the H.T., the Hollerith equipnent, the fang and the

heaters, ana a row of 12 warning lights to indicate blown fuses.

For operatior all green lights should be on, ana no rea lights.

Blown fuses should, of course, be reported to the engineers.

The lower port of Panel 11 contains the two monitor displevv

tubes, each with FOCUS ma BRILLIANCE controls. That on the left

splws the contents of the short mercury gtoreg — in order i'retn

the top LSi), 35, 1%16, DSO, DS20, L'S21, $17, $18.

In the oase of the double stores the even minor cycle is above the odd;

thig applies to the quadruple stores, but there is no direct way of'

distinguiohing, SAY, acc; 1 3.

Tr.e right hand tube can displAY at once the entire contents

of a long delqy line — the particular line being selected by the

rotary switch beneath tne tube. The minor cycle at the top of the
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An ordinary %EAR READ instruction or a , besides stopping the
reader, also clears positions aryl 5 so that a Otn ig not
necessary in nomd conditions.

The Ianps to the left of the keys are well labellea ana need

little explanation.

The yellow Imp marked CALIÄ) is lit at the sane time as the

yellow lamp above the READ key an the DEUCE console. The green

Imp marked READI is lit when a oara is in position 3 but it is

then put out if the RUN IN key is pressed to STOP. {he red Ianp

marked NOT is lit when DELE is in sane state whicüi makes

read.ing imposdble — for instance, if the EXT. TREE or CORI'. T. T.

switches were down. These two lights can be on simultaneoualy.

The red light marked HISSED CAD {e a failure warning.
flhis mig—reed be due to either bad cards or a machine fault.

When It occurs the top card in the stacker hag been missed. The

light is cleared by pressing the IN key up STOP.

HOLLERITH

The control panel is illustrated in rig. 3.

The main switch is situated to the right of the control panel;

the punch will not function unless this is on.

The green Ianp marked I-
A
ALLED ig lit at the time ag the

yellG7 light above the PUNCH key on the DEUCE ana indicates

whether a "10 — 24" instruction is in force. Below it is a yellow

Imp, which indicates whether the punch has been run in. If this

1 tznp is not lit, it is necessary to press the RUN IN key.

After the punch hag been running, and has been stopped cithor

by the programme or by means of the STOP key or the PINCH key on

the panel, the two cards last punched remain inside the punch.

They are extracted by means o? the RUN key. Do not hold the

RUN key down; just a flick is sufficient.

To the right of the control panel, ana round the corner, is a

set of rotary switches arranged in two colunns.

The coltmn to the right contains eight switches; an eight

digit decimal number can be set on these, and this nunber will be

punched onto every cara that passes through the punch, except the

two cards involved in "running—in". The nunber is punched in

(Hollerith) colunns 5 to 12. Note that a switch in position O

punches a hole in the O—row; for a coltznn to be left blank it is

necessary to turn the appropriate svåtch OFF.

The left hand colunn is usecl to nunber serially the output

cards. me setting key beneath the rotary svritches sets those

switches to zero; the first cara will then be nunberea zero in

colunng 13 — 16. The switches can be set individually so that

ntmberinc can start at 0-1V point; note that the nuabcr on tho

switchos is that Ghich 17111 bc punchcrl noxt;s not that vrhich hag

just been punched; note also that the switchcs cannot be 
t

turned

back;crdg, each of the three lowest causes r. "crrry ' to the one

above when it passes the zero mark — it ig therefore wise to begin

the setting from the bottan if tküs is necessary.
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If the OFF key 
is left 

the left 
hana 

switches 
continue to 

count,

but nothing is 
punched 'in 

5 16. If the 
RESET key 

is

pressed down 
held, the 

four counting 
switches 

return to 
0000.

Thig switch 
should be raised 

before any 
more punching 

takes place.

OPERATION

It may be 
that the DEUCE 

has passed 
its routine 

mornirg

tests and has 
been left on by 

the engineers.

the cperator iB 
to see that 

there are no 

it 

rea 

can be 

lights 

put out 

showing.

by pressing

ß1EASE. The four green 
in the upper 

part of panel 
11 must

be lit.

Suopose now it is 
required to ao 

straight forward 
"production

job" - is to say„ to put 
a stenaara 

programe into the machine 
ana

ana wait for the 
answers.

The following procedure 
is recorrnenaea:—

(i) Cheok the rea and æeen 
lights as above.

(ii) Clear the 
OE.

(iii) See that all the keys 
in the top row are in 

the horizontal

position, except the stop key, 
which should be up in the

position marked NORMAL. The keys in the second row 
should

be horizontal, ana also those 
marked TREE, CLEAR 0B

CIDARLD ana SPECIAL (It is not necessary to

clear the individual keys, or those of the external

tree) .

(iv) Load the punoh hopper with the correct 
cards, if this has

not been done already, ana RUN IN, 
and see that the yellow

light com 3B on. Note that the cards are placed in the

hopper face down, I—row entering first.

(v) Set the cara nunbering switches.

(vi) Place the programe ana data oaras in the reader hopper

face inwards, I—row down. This operation needs care

the cards should be as neatly stacked as possible, as the

reader is very sensitive to baÅ1y fed cards.

(vii) Press the initio.l input key.

(viii ) When the required results have been punched, ana the

punch has stopped, RUN end the resuit cards

from the punch stacker. (The first two should be blank —

these are the cards involved in tt rtmning—inn ,)

This routine oan be followed with ma-my programes; but there
are several which require special operation instruo+,iong. Therefore
the operating instructions given with each progranme should be con—
suited, and appropriate modifications made to the basic routine outlined
above.
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OF EXTERNAL

When the EXT. TEE key is down, the machine takes the N. I.S., source

and destination of the instruction to be obeyed fran the 13 external tree

keys, ana the characteristic is taken frm the characteristic O, 1, 2 key.

The wait ana timing numbers and the go digit ere already in T.S.

Count'. (Normally . TREE will be usea with the stop key at STOP.)

On receiving a single—shot the machine obeys the instruction thus 
formed

ana proceeds to the next instruction ag specified by N. IS. a-na timing

nnbers.

ERL'. TEE bo used with CONT. T.T. instead of using a 
single—shot.

When both these keys are down the instruotion set on the source 
ana

destination keys of the external tree is obeyed continuously, ana 
the

instruction in T.S. Count is not rffeoted. For instance, if N, is

set on the externnl tree keys, and Em. TREE ana CONT. T. T. are depressed,

the ,instruction on the I.D. is transferred to every minor cycle 
of D.L.8.

If N, 11—8 had benn set, the contents of D.L.II would have 
been transferred

to D.L.8. The CONT. T.T. key should be raised before the Em. 
TREE key.

Magnetic transfers can be made with CONT. T.T. if the key is 
pressed

is not
down each time reading, vmiting, or head shifting • is required.

It 

sufficient to leave CONT. T. T. down and manipulate the external tree keys.

CONT. T. T. oarmot be used for certain transfers. These are: —

(i) Transfers to destination O, T .S. Count. For these transfers,

set up the instruction for transfer to T.S. Count on the

external tree keys ana put EXE. on. Now put on CONT.T.T.

and then CONT. T.C.I.; take off CONT. T.C.I. and finally 
CONT.T.T.

It is necessary to keep to this order in manipulating the keys.

(ii) Transfers to destination Trigger instructions carmot be

obeyed from the external tree by using CONT. T. T. ,
. a single—

shot must be used-.

Any transfer can be made by using Em. TRE and giving a single—shot. Hcw—

ever, in a transfer to destination O, %hether 
using 00M'. T. T. ana CONT.

T.C.I. or by a single—shot, the 6 digit is suppressed. An instruction

for a double transfer will cause a single 
transfer; characteristic 3 becomes

characteristic 1, which makes no difference except 
in cases where wa.it and

timing nmbers are equal.

Em. TREE is usea with both CONT. T.T. ana with single—shots in 
the

following method for punching out the contents 
o? a line. It is

supposed that de14' line A can be overwritten 
(this demy line must be

one of demy lineg I to 8) and that delay line B is to be punched.

(i) Set 31 in the timing nunber on the I.D. ana have 
all the other

I.D. lights off.

(ii) Set O, on the external tree (N. I.S. and ch±acteristio 
do

not matter), EXT. TREE on, T.T. on then 

line 

off.

A.
puts O, 0—0, O, 311 in all minor cyoleg of delay 

(iii) Set A, 3—29 on the external tree, 
characteristic O, EXP. TRE

on. The stop key can be at STOP or at
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(iv) Clear O.S. in the punch 
(if not already 

done) and 
press

down PUNCH. When at least 
three cards 

have run 
through, press

STOP on the punch 
and lift up the 

PINCH switchon 
the 

panel g

(v) By chenging the 
external tree keys 

to A B'- 29 delay 
line

oan now be punched by 
going back to (iv$

This is a quick method 
o? punching out a 

delay line, but 
the usex•

have some difficulty in finding 
which of the 

instructions punched 
out wag

It rnAY be possible to 
get round this 

difficulty in

the described in the two paragraphs 
following, but R. A.D. 

145 — progranme

testing — should be usea if any 
quantity of data is 

to be punched 
out,

since the infomation ig then punched out in 
the correct minor 

cycles.

It meor be possible to line up 
the monitor by identifying 

some inscruotion

and pressing the M. C. SLIP button 
until this appears in the 

oorreot row. It

is often easy to identify O, 13—0, 
O, O in 128: or when the 

prograrmno is

rtmning, the links in 130 and will change frequently. 
If all else fails,

stop the reader after reading in the initial 
card ana look at T.S. Count

display; press the M.C. Star button until the 
top row ig blank.

When the monitor has been lined up, the following 
addition to the method

given above will punch out the delay line starting 
minor cycle 28. The

last eight rows of the first cara end the two 
following ceras will therefore

have minor oycleg O — 31. Eter (E) should be inserted: w

(IL, a) Look at T.S. Count display (right hand monitor tube).
Give

single—shots tmtil the instruction in the top row is O, 0—0, 26, 251.

Clear output staticiser, or the top row of the first card

will oarry rubbish.

Then proceed to ev)

vmen running in R.A.E. 11+5 it is necessary to have a zero word in T.S.

Connt.' The camon method is to clear the I.D. and put all the 13 external

tree keys and the characteristic level, go that it reads O, 0—0, character—

istic 1. Put Em. TREE on ma give a single-shot. Put Em. TREE off

ana stop key to NOR'[AL — is only too easy to forget to do this.

During the testing of a progranme it mAY be fotmd neoessary to inspect

the contents of certa.in tracks of the arun. If the progremne i g stopped

(either with the STOP key or a "stopper" instruction) thig oan be done

without touching the instruction in T.S. U)unt, so that the programme can

be continued after the inspection has been made.

Make a note of the position of the reading heads and of the writing
heads. (It is better to stop the programe in a place where you know
what these are). Write D.L. Il on to track 15/13 (BAY) as follows:—

O, 15-31, characteristic 1, Em. TREE on, CONT T.T. on ma •off.
O, 13 30 (characteristic i, m. on, before), CONT T.T. on ana

Now track a/b can be brought clown to D. L. Il and inspected: —

off,

O, a-31, characteristic O, (Err. on CONT. T.T. on ma off.
O, b-30, (characteristic O, EXT. TREE on , cm. T.T. on and off.This can be done for several tracks of the arm. After; the' inspection isfinished, the contents of D. L. 11 are restored by:—

O, 15531, characteristic O, (EXT. TREE on ) , CONT. T.T. on and off.O, 13-30, (characteristic O, Em. on), CONT. T.T. on ma off.
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rote

C, 1-31, (characteristic O, EXT. on , car. T.T. on off;

O, y—31, characteristic 1, (EXT. on 00172. on ana off,
where x 7 rxe the reaunz vritinz heea positions when the progrznme

I,aztly TREE cfc, the by raising the Btop
key cr Ey giving single—shot, aepen•ling on how the progæzne was Btoppea.
It Eh01üå Ee noticea thet du-Ing the inzpect±on of the arm no Elngle—shotg
were given; if they been, it would Ee poggible +40 reztart the

since the order T.S. vou-lå have ohanzea.

An article tmaer thig title Till be fa:rn in EWE Newe 2 c?
1955. It ænta.ins methods for stopping the programe,performing varlouz
operationz zuch altering an instruction, ana re—entering the programe.
It rather easy to make a mistake while carrying out these instructions,
ara it iz certainly very Cenccelly it will be better to alter the

caraz, cray to keep reoord o? the chance made. These
methods are therefore

mzæ-l

Then the Etcp key is SCC? the only difference from the
STOP occu•s Then the instruction in '2.3. Count aoe3 not have aEO digit. Fnen on ATE. S20? the red light above the stop key i g lit

single—EhctE ere ineffective. It is necessary to press the R.FZ.EÆE keyto clear the light op.rry cr..

?rcgreaze is use-I Tith the stop key at STOP. ThenFROG. DIEZ.,kI pressed the punch is Each inetruction ispmchea as enters Count; that is, before it 13 obeyea. Thenthe reaches a g stopped" inztructicn this instruction will bepunched; then the punch iz cleared the light e.ppeerz,
EZ.EA3Z czrzy on, eithcr by preesing EWG. DIS?LkI or by going

Tie tize between zuccozzive zingle—shotß '-tppllea by the puna?. meetbe zhorter thgn the time o? the interlock magrætio heta zhi?tinztruction 1 J followed Erzediately by amther magnetic instruction. Inthig case z blank row Till Tith more inatructionz following it.(At rxeænt the seoo:ü zazrztla Inctruction zuperiEinoea on the follow—Ing row.)

Since tha cru-rs punche.l by DIZ?I.AY e.re nomolly on data oardgIt unefui to have a procrze card with ali holes in Døuoe fleaptmchea. thia 1 J put on top c? a card prod'.oea Ey . DIZ?LhYit 10 easier to the oraers out.
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